
Stetind South Pillar – A World Class Route!! 
 

 
 
This year, four of us travelled up through Norway, stopping off in Romsdal for 
a couple of days.  We were en-route to visit the Lofoten Islands, which lie off 
the Norwegian coast inside the Artic Circle.  It was a super trip and, between 
us, we managed to do almost all of the “best” classic rock routes there.  We 
have tremendous memories of the trip and a huge collection of digital photos 
to share.  But for me, perhaps the finest route was Stetind, which we climbed 
before getting the boat across to the Lofotens. 
 
It was such a super and memorable route that it warrants the whole story 
being told in one article.  The other routes can wait for another time! 
 

 



Stetind must rank as once of the finest mountains in the world.  The whole 
experience is exquisite.  The peak rises majestically from the sea, from a 
typical Norwegian fjord in a beautiful situation.  The peak is both remote yet 
accessible.  Until fairly recently, the only approach was by boat.  In fact, you 
still have to get a boat part of the way when the major E6 road, which runs up 
the length of Norway from Oslo, finally runs out of tunnels and bridges.  There 
is now a side road running from the E6 after the boat trip, through - yes - 

another two tunnels which brings you to 
the very foot of Stetind. 
 
You camp at its base, next to the road, 
on a free site which has a toilet and 
running water.  Across the road lies the 
fjord, teeming with fish and hence a 
free supper!  The walk up, taking less 
than a couple of hours, is delightful, 
rising up through an open birch forest, 
out onto the open hillside, past running 
streams and high tarns, to a splendid 
“gear up” rock in a fine situation.  But 
you’re not at the base of the route yet.  
From here, you traverse across the 
slopes, easy scree and past last 
winter’s snow fields onto a broad ledge 
system and the climb proper. 
 
All the pitches are good and the climb 

rears up to present the crux ”where it should be” – on the last pitch of 
climbing.  The summit, a broad rocky top, has some of the finest mountain 
views I’ve ever seen – peaks stretching to the horizon in every direction, with 
all those wonderful fjords, lakes and tarns breaking up the land masses. 

 
 
The way off is exciting – a difficult “scramble” which includes a short, free 
abseil, a descent to a col and then back around to the bags, followed by a 
reverse of the superb walk up and the opportunity to wash away the sweat in 



the streams. The day for us was completed by catching three meaty herrings 
for supper!! 

 
Unlike most big mountain situations, 
because you are in the land of the 
midnight sun, there is no nagging time 
pressure to get back to the valley or to 
find a safe, comfy bivvy by nightfall.  You 
have 24 hours today of plentiful daylight 
– and another 24 tomorrow if you really 
were to need it!! 
 
The rock is wonderful granite – solid, with 
good friction and with all the best that 
climbing offers.  Slabs; grooves; hand-
jams; steep walls; bridging; laybacks.  
Everything that even the Manchester wall 
can only emulate to a very limited extent!! 
 
Route finding is pretty straightforward.  It 
is a compelling line.  In any case, there is 

a superb guidebook with photos, descriptions and photo-topos and its FREE – 
the excellent MiniFax from Rockfax.  And for me there is another connection – 
the guide is by Andy Hyslop with whom I shared one of my most memorable 
(and scary) mountain experiences in Chamonix many years ago.  Another tale 
for another time!! 
 

Stetind South Pillar takes 
you to the summit, 
standing at 1391 metres, 
in 14 pitches.  It’s graded 
E1 5b.  Stetind is now 
Norway’s “National 
Mountain”. 
 
Enough of the words!!!  
Look at the pictures and 
see what I mean!! 
 
 
 
 

 
Richard Toon 
 
August 2006 
 
(with the very able assistance of David Toon, John Harold and Will Wheale) 
 



 

  

 



 

 

  
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 


